
Frequently asked Questions in Course B.Sc(H) Mathematics 

 

Q 1. I am an Arts/ Commerce student. Can I apply for Bachelor with Honours in 

Mathematics? 

Ans:  You can apply for Bachelor with Honours in Mathematics provided you have studied 

Mathematics till class XII
th

 and meet the requisite cut off. 

Q 2. I am an Arts/ Commerce student. Will I get a B.Sc(H) dgree or B.A(H) degree in 

Maths after three years? 

Ans: You will get a degree in B.Sc(H) Maths after completing the course. 

Q 3. I did not have Mathematics in class XII
th

. Can I opt for Mathematics(H)? 

Ans: No, candidates can’t opt for Mathematics without having Mathematics at Class XII
th

. 

Q 4. I have appeared in class XII
th

 exam but failed to clear Mathematics. Can I get 

admission in B.Sc(H) Maths? 

Ans: No, you can’t.  It is important to have 60% marks in Maths in XII
th

 examination as per the 

eligibility criteria. 

Q 5. Do we have to study any other subject except Maths during the three years? 

Ans: You study Maths paper as core subjects in all three years, however,  you study a subject of 

your choice(depending on the availability) in Generic Elective. 

Q 6. What are the subjects one studies in B.Sc(H) Maths? 

Ans: You study various subjects like Algebra, Analysis, Differential Equation etc. 

Q7.  Is any software taught during the course B.Sc(H) Maths? 

Ans: Yes, You study Softwares like Mathematica/Maxima/ Matlab.  Apart from these, you also 

study typesetting language LaTeX and R software. 

Q8.  Can I do a course in computers like MCA after doing B.Sc(H) Maths? 

Ans: Yes, You can apply for MCA as well as MBA. 

Q9.  What are the career prospectus after doing B.Sc(H) Maths? 

Ans: There are many career opportunities in the field of Mathematics. One can be employed in 

School, Colleges and various government and private organizations.  One is eligible for many 

competitive jobs including banking after the successful completion of the course. 


